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Summary

1. Climate change predictions in theAmazon have largely focused on carbon–water relations, while

the impacts of increased air temperature and reduced precipitation on host–pathogen relationships

have not been extensively explored. These relationships are known to affect recruitment of many

Amazonian plant species.

2. Host–pathogen relationships are well suited to a dynamical analysis of the effects of climate

change due to the direct linkages between pathogen behaviour and abiotic factors such as tempera-

ture and rainfall.

3. Seedlings of the palm Iriartea deltoidea experience significant mortality due to infection by the

fungusDiplodia mutila. This host–pathogen interaction was examined by combining a semi-analyti-

cal model with field data illustrating the temperature sensitivity ofD. mutila reproductive rates and

I. deltoidea seedlingmortality in response to infection.

4. The data–model combination shows that projected climatic shifts in rainfall and temperature for

the Amazon region will tend to reduce recruitment by altering pathogen activity and reducing palm

fecundity. The magnitude of the reduction is sensitive to the details of the epidemiology of the

D. mutila–I. deltoidea host–pathogen system, and ranges from 10% to 56% under plausible

scenarios.

5. Although considerable uncertainty remains, the proposed model provides a blueprint for

research on one aspect of ecosystem change in future climate models.

6. Synthesis. The study illustrates the potential for ecosystem responses to climate change, which

can be investigated through tractable models simple enough to assimilate into climate modelling

frameworks. Particular environmental sensitivities in fungal dynamics are identified. The implica-

tions of combined plant physiological stress and enhanced pathogenic activity under future climate

scenarios are highlighted as critical issues for projecting forest response.

Key-words: Amazon, climate change, Diplodia mutila, Iriartea deltoidea, Janzen–Connell,

plant–climate interactions, plant pathogens, spatial pattern, tree recruitment

Introduction

Models of climate change across the Amazon indicate that

during the 21st century, air temperatures will rise by 3–8 �C
and that dry-season rainfall will decline by 20%. The implica-

tions of these climatic changes on Amazonian ecosystems are

usually assessed in terms of plant physiology and carbon–

water relations, highlighting the risk of Amazonian ‘dieback’

due to drought stress (Betts et al. 2004), lower net primary

production (Cavaleri, Oberbauer & Ryan 2008), increased fire

frequency (Cochrane & Barber 2009) and forest fragmentation

(Broadbent et al. 2008). Although Amazonian dieback predic-

tions appear to be robust, considerable uncertainties about the

response of the ecosystem to climate change remain (Betts,

Malhi & Roberts 2008; Huntingford et al. 2008). The net

effects and complex feedbacks between deep-rooting systems,

the role of carbon fertilization, nutrient dynamics and plant

acclimation to higher air temperatures and CO2 are not well

understood (Betts,Malhi &Roberts 2008). Furthermore, feed-

backs between climate change and ecosystem dynamics are

likely to have large implications for the ecosystem’s response

but are not readily captured by current models (Lloyd &

Farquhar 2008).

One understudied ecosystem–climate feedback in the tropics

is an alteration in the activity and virulence of plant pathogens*Correspondence author. E-mail: set8@duke.edu
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in response to increasing temperatures. Climatic factors consti-

tute a primary control on plant disease (Agrios 2005), but there

are relatively few studies of how climate change could influence

pathogens in agricultural or natural systems, particularly in

the tropics (Chakraborty, Tiedemann & Teng 2000; Boland

et al. 2004; Garrett et al. 2006; Ibanez et al. 2006). Climate

change is likely to shift the geographical distributions of patho-

gens, to alter host resistance and to change pathogen virulence,

pathogenicity and fecundity (Coakley, Scherm&Chakraborty

1999; Chakraborty, Tiedemann & Teng 2000; Boland et al.

2004; Garrett et al. 2006; Ibanez et al. 2006). Air temperature

governs aspects of the epidemiology of many pathogens, and

many pathogens exhibit an ‘ideal temperature range’. For

instance, in the case of Diplodia mutila (the pathogen consid-

ered in this paper), in vitro studies indicate optimal growing

temperatures above 25 �C, but dramatic reductions in growth

rate once temperatures increase to 35 �C (Sanchez et al. 2003;

Copes&Hendrix 2004).

In rain forest ecosystems, pathogenic infection can result in

the death of most seeds or seedlings of several plant species,

placing strong constraints on recruitment (Augspurger&Kelly

1984; Bell, Freckleton & Lewis 2006; Gallery, Dalling &

Arnold 2007). Plant fungal pathogens are generally not subject

to top-down control from predators in a food web but are reg-

ulated by environmental factors and host availability (Agrios

2005). Consequently, their dynamics may respond sensitively

to small shifts in ambient environmental conditions (Maxwell,

Kruger & Stanosz 1997; Tapsoba & Wilson 1997; Mayek-

Perez, Acosta-Gallegos & Lopez-Castaneda 2002; Waugh

et al. 2003). Given the importance of pathogens in regulating

plant recruitment in the Amazon, we hypothesize that such

changes in fungal abundance or activity may constitute an

unquantified ecosystem response to climate change.

We examined themagnitude of climatic effects have on seed-

ling–pathogen interactions, using the subtropical palm Iriartea

deltoidea as an example. Iriartea deltoidea is a dominant tree

species in wet lowland and pre-montane tropical forests of wes-

tern Amazonia and the Chocó and Central American region

(Wattenberg & Breckle 1995; Clark, Palmer & Clark 1999;

Pitman et al. 2001; Macia & Svenning 2005). Under current

climatic conditions, fungi infect 50–70% of I. deltoidea

seedlings, and cause 10–15% of recorded seedling mortality

(Alvarez-Loayza 2009). Data regarding the disease cycles of all

fungal pathogens infecting I. deltoidea seedlings are not avail-

able. Consequently, a dominant endophyte and pathogen of I.

deltoidea seedlings and adults, D. mutila (synonyms include

Botryosphaeria stevensii Shoemaker; Stenocarpella macros-

pora; Botryosphaeriaceae; Botryosphaeriales; Ascomycota),

was treated as a ‘model pathogen’ on which to base the case

study. Based on field surveys undertaken at Cocha Cashu

Biological Station (CCBS) in the Western Amazon, D. mutila

infects c. 20% of I. deltoidea seedlings and 85% of adults

(Alvarez-Loayza 2009).Diplodia mutila affects another 10 spe-

cies in the Western Amazon from diverse plant families and

the pathogen has a global distribution (Alvarez-Loayza 2009;

Farr & Rossman 2010). Diplodia mutila causes mortality in

6% of I. deltoidea seedlings, but in adults is typically found as

an endophyte (Alvarez-Loayza 2009). Endophytic fungi that

asymptomatically colonize plants (Petrini 1986) are diverse

and abundant in tropical ecosystems (Arnold et al. 2000).

These organisms can be weakly pathogenic (Schulz & Boyle

2005) and ⁄or mutualistic, frequently enabling plants to adapt

to extreme environments (Rodriguez, Redman & Henson

2004).Diplodia mutila can be an endophyte or a pathogen of I.

deltoidea, depending on abiotic and biotic stress and the age of

the plant. However, its pathogenicity and growth rates are

likely to increase with rising temperatures (Sanchez et al. 2003;

Alvarez-Loayza 2009).

We adapted a theoretical framework proposed by Nathan

& Casagrandi (2004) to synthesize the effects of D. mutila on

the recruitment of I. deltoidea. The interaction of pathogens

with seedling recruitment dynamics is complicated by the

dependence of seed dispersal, pathogen attack and herbivore

activity on space and seedling density. Nathan & Casagrandi

(NC) provided a framework to account for these processes

within a simple spatially explicit model. We adapted the NC

framework and revised it to apply to I. deltoidea by incorporat-

ing the effects of fungi, specifically D. mutila, as informed by

available literature, observations and data. Climatic sensitivity

within theNCmodel was then considered in terms of pathogen

dependence on temperature availability, and seed production

dependence on rainfall availability.

Although the I. deltoidea–D. mutila host–pathogen pair was

used as a case study to illustrate the potential implications of

climate change on fungal pathogens in Amazonia, there is a

huge spectrum of plant–pathogen interactions with variable

sensitivities to temperature and precipitation shifts. Resolving

the diversity of all these interactions and their trajectories under

variable climatic drivers is well beyond the scope of a single

study. The aim of this study was to develop amodelling frame-

work suitable for upscaling interactions that pertain to survival

of tree recruits, incorporating the effects of abiotic shifts, and

illustrating the potential magnitude of such ‘ecosystem-driven’

responses. Indeed, even within the deliberately simple

framework adopted here, the challenges of linking observed

shifts in pathogen behaviour under controlled conditions to the

likely implications at the ecosystem level remain formidable

and illuminate ongoing challenges in data collection and obser-

vation. Ultimately, one of the aims of this approach was to

illustrate the potential to couple ecological approaches to

future generations of climate models, and this aim has moti-

vated an intentional simplicity in themodelling framework.

Materials and methods

FIELD DATA

The research was conducted at two field sites in lowland tropical for-

ests in Peru: Cocha Cashu Biological Station (CCBS), Manu

National Park (11�54¢ S, 71�22¢ W, elevation c. 350 m a.s.l.) and Los

Amigos Biological Station (LABS) (12�34¢07¢¢ S, 70�05¢57¢¢ W, eleva-

tion c. 268 m a.s.l.) (Terborgh 1983; Gentry 1990; Pitman 2009). Ten

plots were established in primary floodplain forest, each with similar

floristic composition and topographic characteristics. Five plots were

located at CCBS and five at LABS. Nine plots measured 900 m2 and
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one plot located at CCBS measured 2.25 ha. In each plot all I. deltoi-

dea plants were tagged andmapped in a Cartesian coordinate system.

The height of the tallest leaf (cm), the number of leaves, colour of

leaves, diseases on the leaves and stem and percentage of disease in

the affected leaves were recorded for all I. deltoidea plants< 6 m tall.

A total of 1068 I. deltoidea plants were mapped in the first census

(March 2007). Four age classes were defined based on leaf morphol-

ogy and ease of accessibility for the evaluation of diseases: (i) young

seedlings, (ii) old seedlings, (iii) juveniles and adults and (iv) fruiting

trees. Young seedlings had one or two simple round leaves measuring

< 25 cm. Remnants of the seed were still attached to the newly ger-

minated seedling. Old seedlings had two ormore simple or compound

leaves but measured< 50 cm tall. Old and new seedlings were distin-

guished by the presence of remnants of the seed on young seedlings

and the presence of algae and epifoliar fungi on old ones.

Sixty-three adults produced fruit between December 2006 and

March 2007. Three hundred and seventeen seedlings were considered

young at the time of the first census, another 491 old. One hundred

and ninety-seven trees were considered juveniles and adults (non-fru-

iting). The remaining 63 trees were the fruiting adults. Common

pathogens other than D. mutila and insect predators affecting I.

deltoidea are identified and discussed elsewhere (Alvarez-Loayza

2009).

TRANSPLANT EXPERIMENTS

Transplant experiments were used to assess the effect of air tempera-

ture and radiance on plant infection by D. mutila. In these experi-

ments, 30 seedlings were transplanted from one plot at CCBS where

adults, juveniles, seeds and fruits were colonized by D. mutila. Ten

seedlings were transplanted into the field under shade conditions

(light intensity of c. 55±15 lmol m)2 s)1), 10 in a shaded glass-

house (light intensity of c. 491±34 lmol m)2 s)1) and 10 under full

sun (light intensity of c. 1058±23 lmol m)2 s)1). All seedlings had

two leaves and did not have any visible disease symptoms produced

by D. mutila or any other foliar spot when transplanted, but were

subsequently inoculated with D. mutila. The seedlings were the same

age, derived from the same parental tree and same seed cohort, were

planted in the same soil type and were exposed to the same watering

conditions. Variability of infection is associated with different ages,

different parental trees, and different soils, so this design provided a

highly controlled experiment. Light availability was measured three

times per day (6 am, 12 pm and 5 pm) for a period of 10 days and all

disease symptoms and insect damage were recorded and measured

daily. The average daily temperature in understorey and full sun con-

ditions was 23 �C (±3), and 28 �C (±5) in the glasshouse. These tem-

perature ranges correspond to the predictions of the Hadley Centre’s

climate projections for 2070–2100 from the HadCM3 IS92a model.

IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Field and glasshouse results from Alvarez-Loayza (2009) and

Terborgh (unpublished data) were used to explore temperature and

precipitation effects on model parameters. We considered the impact

of a 5 �C increase in air temperature from the baseline ambient tem-

perature of 23 �C at CCBS, and a 20% decline in rainfall. These cli-

matic and hydrologic alterations are based on current Hadley Centre

predictions for air temperature and a consensus position of recent

IPCC models for the Western Amazon in the case of precipitation

(Betts, Malhi & Roberts 2008). The data were used to obtain propor-

tional changes in measured parameters associated with such tempera-

ture and precipitation changes. These proportional changes were

then applied to the model parameters. We considered three parame-

ters describing pathogen behaviour that were considered likely to

respond to climate change: the production of conidia, the virulence of

fungi, i.e. the rate at which they induced mortality in palm seedlings,

and the fecundity of the palms.

The data from the glasshouse experiments and field measurements

used to assess the climate sensitivity of these parameters are provided

in Fig. 1. No data were available to relate precipitation rates to the

pathogen dynamics, but rainfall could be assessed against Iriartea

fecundity. Based on 6 years of sampling at CCBC, a near linear rela-

tionship between rainfall and fecundity of I. deltoidea held with a

slope of 0.12 with the 95% confidence limits on this slope bounded by

0 and 0.3. Based on this relationship, a 20% decline in rainfall, as pre-

dicted by c. 70% of models used by the IPCC for the Amazon region

(Betts, Malhi & Roberts 2008), would result in a 15% (95% confi-

dence intervals (CIs) 0–20%) decline in fecundity. Similar results were

found over a 3-year period by Martinez-Ramos, Anten & Ackerly

(2009) when studying the Central American understorey palm species

Chamaedorea elegans, for which total fruit production dropped by a

factor of 40–50% during El Nino Southern Oscillation events, which

are associatedwith drought and heat stress.

Mortality rates due to fungal predation were measured in the glass-

house experiment over a 12-day period at 23 and 28 �C and shown to

approximately double with the increased air temperature. Given the

relatively small data set, the 95% CI on this proportional increase

ranged from a factor of 1.3 to a factor of 5.4.
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Fig. 1. (a) Impact of a 5 �C air temperature rise onDiplodia mutila foliar spot growth rate. Grey circles indicate measured values, black squares

the means. (b) Effect of a 5 �C air temperature rise on mortality rates of infected palms. (c) Linear trend in fecundity (mean fruit per Iriartea del-

toidea tree) with precipitation (mm) and the linear fit to the data.
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Conidia densities were measured as a function of foliar spot diame-

ter in a replicated glasshouse experiment (n = 42). For each foliar

spot, the measured conidia densities (and the spot area) increased

with time. At a given time, conidia densities were uncorrelated to the

spot size, suggesting that the total rate of conidia production is best

represented as the rate of foliar spot growth (see Fig. 2). Mean coni-

dia density increased with temperature from an average of 40 coni-

dia cm)2 at 23 �C to an average of 58 conidia cm)2 at 28 �C (see

Fig. 2). These conidia densities were measured after 4 days of infec-

tion: after this time, the least stressed plants (23 �C) abscised their

leaves, preventing further damage to the plant. Under higher temper-

ature conditions, conidia densities continued to increase to over

200 conidia cm)2 in some cases. In addition to increases in conidia

density, the rate at which foliar spots grew at the elevated tempera-

tures increased by a factor of 5 (95% CI 3.1–7.7), or from an average

growth rate of 0.03 to 1.6 per day (Fig. 1).

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

We developed an extension to the Nathan & Casagrandi (2004) seed-

ling distribution model (hereafter the NC model) by incorporating

two new features: (i) pathogen impacts and (ii) long-distance dispersal

of seed, which is common to many tropical species and specifically to

I. deltoidea (Losos 1995). The modified model was parameterized by

fitting it to the CCBS and LABS field data documenting the location

and health of seedlings of I. deltoidea dispersed over the course of a

reproductive season. The impact of climate change on I. deltoidea and

D. mutila seedling–pathogen dynamics was incorporated into the

model by relating measured effects to the NC model parameters as

described in the previous section. The model was re-run using these

parameters, and estimates of seedling distributions and impacts on

recruitment weremade.

The Nathan and Casagrandi (NC) model

The NC model interprets observed patterns of seedling distribution

as the steady state of the interacting processes of seed dispersal and

germination, random mortality of the growing seedlings and mortal-

ity due to predation. That is:

oSðx; tÞ
ot

¼ u xð Þ � lS xð Þ �N xð Þ w S;xð Þ eqn 1

where S (seedlings m)2) is the density of seedlings, / (seed-

lings m)2 day)1) is a function describing seedling production rates

through space (i.e. a seed dispersal kernel multiplying germina-

tion probabilities), l (1 day)1) is the rate at which ‘random’ mor-

tality agents impact seedlings, N (predators m)2) is the density of

predators, w (seedlings predator)1 day)1) is a specific predation

rate, x (m) is a radial distance from the parent tree and t (days)

is time. Over the course of a reproductive season, the balance of

seed production and mortality may be assumed to reach a steady

state, allowing the distribution of surviving seedlings to be pre-

dicted only as a function of the dispersal and mortality parame-

ters by setting oS=ot ¼ 0. The model is then applied in a radial

sense under the idealized assumption that dispersal and predation

lack any preferential direction with respect to fruiting trees. The

NC model takes / to be an exponentially declining function:

u ¼ 2a

pD2
exp � 2x

D

� �
; eqn 2

where a (seedlings day)1) represents the product of fecundity and

the germination rate and D (m) is the mean distance a population

of seeds travel from the parent tree. Unlike agents contributing

to random mortality, predators were assumed to actively seek out

seedlings, so N also varies exponentially in space:

N ¼ 2b
pq2

exp
�2x
q

� �
; eqn 3

where b is the abundance of predators and q is the mean distance

from the parent tree at which predators are located. Nathan and

Casagrandi assumed that the specific predation rate followed a

Holling (1959) Type II function, commonly employed to describe

plant–herbivore interactions; such that

wðxÞ ¼ a SðxÞ
1þ a ThSðxÞ

; eqn 4

where a (seedlings predator)1 day)1) may be interpreted as a

spatial predation rate and Th is a ‘handling time’ describing the

timescale on which a herbivore interacts with a plant (day seed-

Fig. 2. Conidia density as a function of temperature and foliar spot area, for Iriartea deltoidea seedlings infected withDiplodia mutila as recorded

in a glasshouse experiment (n = 42). As shown in (a) the mean density of conidia on the surface of foliar spots increases as the spots develop over

time and does so at amore rapid rate at elevated temperature. However, at any given time, no clear correlation could be ascertained between spot

area and conidia density, suggesting that the total rate of conidia production is most strongly determined by the growth of the foliar spot (b). The

data were generated from inoculation studies (c), the black dots within each foliar spot are the pycnidia, which shed conidia.
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ling)1). Here, the family of Holling functions y(p, h)of type p

have a mathematical form y(p, h) = h(p)1) ⁄ (1 + hp)1). Nathan

and Casagrandi solved this model numerically, but analytical

solutions for the steady state case do exist given these particular

parameterizations of /, N and w (and for many other ecologically

meaningful spatio-temporal descriptors of the behaviour of seed-

lings and their predators) (Nathan & Casagrandi 2004).

Modifications to the NC model

Two modifications were made to the NC model. First, the dispersal

term was changed from an exponential distribution to a ‘fat-tailed’

distribution that can account for long-distance dispersal.We adopted

a Wald distribution that multiplicatively combines exponential-type

behaviour with a power-law tail (Katul et al. 2005). The Wald distri-

bution is parameterized with mean dispersal distance D and a shape

parameter k that determines the relative mass contained in the tail of

the distribution. This adaptation allows the known long-distance dis-

persal of I. deltoidea seeds to be accounted for in the model (Sezen,

Chazdon&Holsinger 2007).

In principle, the NC model may be extended ad infinitum to

account for multiple predator behaviours by adding additional mor-

tality terms. It is more parsimonious, however, to group predators by

type and functional response (Alvarez-Loayza 2009). Field data sug-

gest that some 35% of I. deltoidea seedlings are currently killed by

insect herbivores, motivating the retention of both insects and fungi

in the proposed reformulation of the model. To account for both

insect herbivores and fungal pathogens, which have substantially dif-

ferent abundance and behaviour, the original NCmodel is nowmodi-

fied as:

oSðx; tÞ
ot

¼ u xð Þ � lSðx; tÞ �NiðxÞwiðS;xÞ �NfðxÞwfðS;xÞ; eqn 5

where the subscripts i and f refer to insects and fungi, respec-

tively.

The representation of insect herbivory by an exponential spatial

distribution has been confirmed by coupling seed distributions and

generalized foraging models for insects (Mari et al. 2008). The use of

a Holling Type II specific predation rate was maintained as in the ori-

ginal NC approach, such that Ni and wi followed the definitions in

eqns (3 and 4). However, the primary departure from NC is in the

addition of fungal dynamics.

DIPLODIA MUTILA DYNAMICS

The development of a conceptual model of D. mutila dynamics at

CCBS is based on field observations and data collected by and

described in Alvarez-Loayza (2009). The disease cycle ofD. mutila at

the CCBS site commences with conidia production by endophytic

fungi colonizing adult I. deltoidea and other canopy host species.

Rain and aerial dispersal from the upper canopy transport the conidia

into the subcanopy where they infect I. deltoidea seedlings. Given the

abundance of adult I. deltoidea at the study sites, this source of pri-

mary inoculant (from adult endophytes) is approximately uniform in

space. Disease prevalence, as measured by the percentage of seedlings

with fungal foliar spots, showed no trend with distance.

Diplodia mutila infections proceed with the development of necro-

tic foliar spots that produce conidia as they grow. Production of coni-

dia in the subcanopy creates the capacity for secondary infection of

seedlings, if the seedling density is sufficiently high. Such polycyclic

behaviour is known to occur in D. mutila (Brown 1970; Srivastava

1972; Lo&Clark 1988; Olatinwo et al. 1999) and adds a non-uniform

component to the fungal population density. Polycyclic infections

can produce more than a 10-fold increase of inoculum with each dis-

ease cycle, generating epidemics (Agrios 2005). Conceptually, the

density of D. mutila inoculant (Nf) can be considered to follow its

own evolution equation, increasing with increased foliar spot area

and decreasing at some net removal rate that accounts for settling

and degradation. This budget yields:

oNf

ot
¼ Eþ qc r1 � r2ð ÞSf S; xð Þ � dNf; eqn 6

where E is the assumed uniform input of primary inoculant from

canopy endophytes, r1 is the rate of growth of foliar spots, r2 is

the rate at which the surface area of foliar spots ceases conidia

production, qc is the density of conidia production per area of

foliar spot per seedling, Sf is the density of infected seedlings,

itself a function of space and the local seedling density, while d is

the rate at which the dispersed fungal inoculant degrades or

becomes immobilized.

Full parameterization of this evolution equation is not possible

with existing data for D. mutila. However, some observations can be

made regardless of the connection to wf (the primary thrust of the

work here). The first is that over seasonal timescales, we would expect

Nf to be pseudo-steady and approximately uniform in space with a

mean value we term bf = E ⁄ d as inferred from eqn 6. Although we

cannot explicitly test this assumption given the lack of data of conidia

shedding from the canopy, we computed the rate of change of infec-

tions during the 3-month period studied and found it to be relatively

low (< 15% per month), and that the spatial distribution of these

infections remains essentially unchanged in time. The consequence of

this steady state is that the rate of inoculum shedding by the upper

canopy and the removal processes parameterized by d approximately

balance each other out, and r1)r2 is assumed small. At steady state,

we can also approximate:

Sf � TwfNf eqn 7

which implies that for low levels of secondary infection,

wf

Sf

� �
� d

TE
; eqn 8

where T is a timescale associated with mortality.

This approximation accounts reasonably for primary infection

(i.e. a constant rate of infection) but becomes less reasonable if

the contribution of conidia from infected seedlings becomes non-

negligible. If this is the case, then at steady state, the expression

takes the form:

wf

Sf

� �
� d

Tqc r1 � r2ð Þ
1

E
qc r1�r2ð Þ þ Sf

� � ; eqn 9

The interpretation of eqn 9 depends on the relationship between Sf
and S, i.e. between the infected seedling density and the total seedling

density. For a case where only primary infection occurs, Sf is logically

proportional to S and Holling Type II dynamics naturally arise from

eqn 9. If secondary infections occur, however, the dependence of the

infection rate on the seedling density may no longer be linear, and Sf
may vary nonlinearly with S.

To account for all these scenarios in a unifying framework, we

assume that Sf is proportional to Sn (i.e. Sf = vnS
n, vn is a propor-

tionality constant that varies only with n) where for n = 0, we obtain

a constant wf (or Holling Type I), and for n = 1, we recover the pri-

mary infection case leading to Holling Type II. If n = 2 (or higher),
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then this dependence suggests Holling Type III predator–prey inter-

actions (Holling 1959), where the parameters of the Holling Type III

function can now be directly related to the relative production of con-

idia in the subcanopy. Hence, for any n ‡ 0, we have

wf

Sn
� d

Tqc r1 � r2ð Þ
1

E
vnqc r1�r2ð Þ þ Sn
� � � af

cn þ Sn
; or

wf ¼
afS

n

cn þ Sn
;

eqn 10

where af is the infection rate (seedlings m)2 fungi)1 day)1) and c

can be interpreted as the square of a threshold in seedling density

at which fungal infection escalates due to the impact of repeated

cycles of infection when n = 2 (Holling Type III). For simplicity,

we refer to cn as c hereafter.

There is not sufficient epidemiological data to fully characterize the

epidemiology of the D. mutila–I. deltoidea system (encoded in n) and

evaluate the cases above. However, a number of the features of the

spatial distribution of fungal foliar infections observed in field plots

at CCBS are illuminating andmay assist in discerning n. First, the dis-

tance dependence in the rate or absolute value of the fungal infections

amongst palm seedlings is small in comparison to the value of a fitted

intercept across the range of observed infections (Fig. 3a), consistent

with the assumption of uniformity in the distribution of primarily

inoculum. The infection prevalence (P) can be predicted as a function

of distance (x) according to the expression:P ¼ �0:029xþ 0:77

Infections were not observed at distances > 15 m from the tree.

Within the range 0 < x < 15, the sensitivity of disease prevalence to

distance is small. Given that the majority of observed dynamics occur

within this region, the assumption of uniformity appears reasonable.

Secondly, it is apparent that at the relatively low seedling densities

observed, discriminating between linear, Holling Type II (n = 1) or

Holling Type III (n = 2) dynamics is rather challenging on the basis

of this data set alone (Fig. 3b). All fits describe the data reasonably

well and exhibit meaningful r2 values (r2 = 0.76 for the linear and

Holling II case, r2 = 0.68 for the Holling III case). Consequently, we

tested all three approaches in the NC formulation and found that

only when density effects were incorporated via use of the Holling III

(n = 2) could we simultaneously reproduce the correct seed dispersal

pattern, survival probabilities and seedling distribution (discussed

further below). In particular we found that where Holling II (n = 1)

or linear dynamics (n = 0) were employed, survival probabilities

could not be well reconstructed and tend to saturate at short distances

(< 5 m) from the parent tree. We attribute this saturation to the lack

of sensitivity of these dynamics to the local density of seedlings

(thereby necessitating the use of an n ‡ 2).

Several literature sources indicate that there is potential for second-

ary infection to develop withDiplodia species and their allies, particu-

larly when, as is the case for I. deltoidea seedlings, wounding is

prevalent (Brown 1970; Srivastava 1972; Lo & Clark 1988; Olatinwo

et al. 1999). Increasing survival probabilities at low seed densities are

consistent with Holling III dynamics and the possibility of secondary

infection. Consequently, the Holling III model is discussed in greatest

detail in the remainder of the paper. Given the difficulty of definitively

discriminating between the cases, however, we have also evaluated

the implications of climate change in parallel assessments using linear

andHolling II functional forms.

THE MULTI -PREDATOR MODEL

The resulting budget with multiple predators, including the Holling

Type III fungi–seedling interaction, takes the overall form:

oSðx; tÞ
ot

¼ a
pD

k

2pp3

� �1=2

exp
�k x�Dð Þ2

2D2x

" #
� lSðx; tÞ

� 2bi

pq2i
exp
�qix
2

h i aiS

1� ThaiS
� bf

afS
2

cþ S2

eqn 11

and the seedling distribution may be obtained by solving the

model for S under the conditions oSðx; tÞ=ot ¼ 0. An analytical

solution for this equation may be obtained, but in practice, it is

too unwieldy to deal with in ‘closed form’. Instead S may be

solved for using a standard root finding procedure applied at

sequential spatial increments from the parent tree. Hereafter, this

model and its solution are referred to as the multi-predator

model (MPM).

Fig. 3. Distance and density relationships with the occurrence of fungal foliar infection during the reproductive season of Iriartea deltoidea.

Weakly decreasing relationships are evident between infection prevalence (and its log) and distance. However, the magnitude of the slope is low

in comparison to the intercept. Across the range where infected seedlings were found, an approximation of the inoculum shedding as near

uniform is appropriate. In contrast, the number of infected seedlings increased with seedling density, although given the generally low densities

considered, linear (r2 = 0.76), Holling II (r2 = 0.76) andHolling III (r2 = 0.68) dynamics all appear to be consistent with the observations.
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MODEL PARAMETERIZATION WITH FIELD DATA

The MPM was fitted to field data from CCBS and LABS for the

3-month reproductive season of I. deltoidea. Regression fitting was

conducted on three distributions: that of all recorded dispersal

locations across the growing season (i.e. anywhere a seedling com-

menced growth), the distribution of surviving seedlings at the end

of the growing season and the distribution of survival probabilities

in space. The first distribution was taken to approximate the seed

dispersal kernel at seasonal timescales. These data were compared

to additional seed count data for I. deltoidea (Terborgh, unpub-

lished data) and were found to be consistent with these data (e.g.

seed densities of c. 3 seeds m)2 at distances c. 30 m from adult trees

and lower densities (0.3 seeds m)2) at greater distances again).

Given the large number of parameters and the lack of an analytical

function to fit, we used a search algorithm to maximize the coeffi-

cient of determination for the model fit to the measured survival,

dispersal and final seedling distributions, and then refined the esti-

mates locally for each of these variables. Fits were improved by

smoothing the tail of the distribution over the last three data

points. This smoothing simply accounts for the fact that the repre-

sentation of discontinuous dispersal by a continuous distribution

becomes more tenuous at longer distances from the parent tree,

and larger averaging intervals are needed to capture the spatial

behaviour. The results of the optimal parameterization provided

estimates of the proportional influence of insects, fungi and random

agents on palm seedling mortality.

As discussed above, various plausible options (linear, Holling II

and Holling III) for the fungal dynamics were trialled in this phase.

We could not simultaneously reproduce the increasing trend in the

survival probabilities and the observed division of mortality

amongst predators with the Holling II or linear models, largely

because these models saturate at low seedling densities. Thus, they

cannot in themselves generate the appropriate sensitivity in the sur-

vival distribution away from the fruiting trees. The appropriate sur-

vival trends can be induced with a Holling II model by

simultaneously inflating the rate of fungal mortality and the spatial

extent of insect predators, but this result in 92% of seedling mortal-

ity arising from fungal predators, rather than the observed 15%

under contemporary conditions (Alvarez-Loayza 2009). By con-

trast, the Holling III model incorporates additional sensitivity to

seedling densities, allowing the continued increase in survival prob-

abilities with distance and the division of mortality to be captured

appropriately (namely c.15% fungal mortality, 85% insects and

random agents).

IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON MODEL

PARAMETERS

Field and glasshouse data indicated that climate change was likely to

reduce I. deltoidea fecundity, increase the rate of conidia production

in association with accelerated growth of foliar spots, and increase

the rate of seedling mortality. Given the observed linear relationship

between rainfall and fecundity, and accounting for the 95%CI on the

estimation of this relationship, the predicted 20% decline in rainfall

over the Amazon region would result in a 15% (95% CI 0–20%)

decline in fecundity.

We related the variation in seedling mortality to the value of the

interaction rate af (seedling m)2 fungi)1 day)1). As identified in eqn

10, the timescale of mortality (T) is a linear divisor in the estimation

of the af term. Thus, although af is not strictly a mortality rate, its

value directly depends on variations in mortality, and allowing af to

vary linearly with the mortality rate is reasonable. Consequently, we

have represented the effect of climate change on af as a twofold (1.3–

5.4) increase inT over the temperature change from 23 to 28 �C.
Determining what, if any, impact to attribute to the observed

increase in conidia production rate (and, if the observed increases in

conidia density with temperature are also included, bulk conidia pro-

duction) is much more problematic, given the difficulties associated

with clearly determining the appropriate interaction model between

D.mutila and I. deltoidea.

Accordingly, we explored two bounding scenarios that might be

expected to frame the plausible range of responses of the epidemiol-

ogy to altered conidia production rates: (i) insensitivity and (ii) lin-

ear sensitivity in the density and mortality parameters. In the first

case, model parameters were assumed to be invariant with respect

to the rate of conidia production (cf. eqn 8). The alternative case

considered the limiting behaviour of eqn 10 as the growth rates of

fungal foliar spots increase: this affected not only the density

parameter but also the estimation of af, which was shown to be

inversely related to the rate of conidia production. The acceleration

of the foliar spot growth rates was applied to the difference term

(r1)r2), which states that the both the growth rate of foliar spots

and the release of conidia from these spots increase with fungal

metabolism (the presumed cause of enhanced growth rate at higher

temperatures).

Thus, the scenarios considered in the modelling sensitivity analysis

were:

1. A 100% increase in 1 ⁄Twhile holding bf and c constant (cf. eqn 8):

this results in a 100% increase in af.

2. A100% increase in 1 ⁄T, while allowing (r1)r2) to increase by a fac-
tor of five: this results in a 60% decrease in af and a 80% reduction in

c (cf. eqn 10).

3. A 15% decline in fecundity, considered in isolation from and in

addition to the previous cases.

A significant uncertainty persists across these scenarios, namely

the effect (if any) of increased temperature on the production of

primary inoculant from canopy endophytes (E from eqns 6–10),

which would be anticipated to increase the overall abundance (bf)

of conidia. No data are available to assess the likelihood of such a

change, nor its potential magnitude. However, the response of coni-

dia production on seedling foliar spots (i.e. a fivefold increase)

could reasonably be taken as the ‘upper limit’ of any such increase,

given that contemporary observations suggest that sporulation

rates are greatest on seedlings. Decreases are also plausible, how-

ever, as the projected reductions in precipitation may reduce the

rate of transport of conidia to the subcanopy. Thus, we undertook

an order of magnitude sensitivity analysis by allowing bf to vary

from 5 to 2500, or 10 to 500% of contemporary values. The effects

of these scenarios and sensitivity analyses on the model parameters

are presented in Table 1.

Results

The results section documents the form of the modifications

made to the NCmodel and then considers its suitability to rep-

resent survival and distributions of I. deltoidea. The ultimate

effects of climate change on predicted I. deltoidea recruitment

are presented. The results are intended to illustrate how climate

induced increases inmean air temperature and reduced precipi-

tation impact host–pathogen interactions and concomitant

recruitment and survival.
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SOLUTIONS OF THE STEADY STATE NC MODEL

The appeal of the original NC model is that it demonstrates

that many of the forms of seedling survival probability and

spatial distributions that are observed in the field can be gener-

ated as solutions of eqn 1. In particular, Janzen–Connell effects

(where survival increases with distance, resulting in a peak of

the recruitment curve away from the parent plant) were found

to occur when the mean dispersal distance (D) exceeded the

mean distance at which predators were found (q) (Janzen

1970). Adopting a ‘fat-tailed’ dispersal kernel such as theWald

(or others) in the framework of eqn 1 ensures that survival

increases with distance regardless of the relative magnitudes of

D and q (a primary departure from the results obtained with

exponential dispersal kernels). This is a reflection of the

increased probability of some seeds being dispersed at a long-

distance from the parent tree and ‘escaping’ the concentration

of herbivorous predators (Janzen 1970). We tested a wide vari-

ety of predation functions (linear, Holling Type II, Holling

Type III), predator distributions (uniform, exponential) in

conjunction with different seed dispersal kernels (exponential,

Wald) and were able to reconstruct the full spectrum of seed

dispersal patterns reported by Nathan and Casagrandi

(Nathan&Casagrandi 2004;Mari et al. 2008).

Table 1. Inferred parameters by fitting the multi-predator model to seed dispersal, seedling survival and seedling distribution data for Iriartea

deltoidea. The climate sensitivity scenarios examined for a 5 �C rise in temperature are shown in the right hand columns

Parameter

23 �C
(inferred)

28 �C (predicted, lower CI, upper CI)

Case 1: Limited

secondary infection

Case 2: Enhanced

secondary infection

Case 3: Sensitivity to

fungal abundance

af seedlings m)2 predator)1 day 0.1 0.2 (0.13,0.5) 0.04 (0.016–0.17) 0.04, 0.2

ai seedlings m)2predator)1 day 1 1 1 1

c (seedlings m)2)2 30 30 6 (3.9–9.8) 6, 30

q m 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

D m 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

k 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

a seeds day)1 100 85 (80,100) 85 (80,100) 85

l day)1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Th day seedling)1 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9

bf fungi numbers 500 500 500 Varied: 50–2500

bi insect numbers 100 100 100 100

Fig. 4. Model parameter estimation by

simultaneously matching the seed dispersal

kernel, survival probabilities and final seed-

ling distribution using the multi-predator

model. (a) Dispersal kernel for seeds (log-log

plot shown as an insert). (b) Survival proba-

bility of seedlings. (c) Seedling distribution at

the end of the reproductive season. This

parameterization also reproduces the relative

mortality due to fungi and insects under con-

temporary climatic conditions (c. 15%

fungi).
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MODEL RESULTS

Using the MPM, with the Holling III assumption, good fits

to the dispersal, survival and seedling distribution data for

I. deltoidea were obtained (see Fig. 4) for the parameters

shown in Table 1. For these parameters, 16% of the steady-

state seedling mortality occurred due to fungal predation, and

84% due to insects and random mortality agents. This

division in mortality is close to that observed in the field

where 15% of mortality is associated with fungal pathogens

(Alvarez-Loayza 2009). The effects of climate change in each

scenario (as outlined previously in the ‘Impacts of Climate

Change’ section) were considered in isolation and together.

Decreases in palm fecundity in the order of 15% did not have

a significant impact on the survival probability distribution

through space. In fact, survival probabilities improved due to

a reduction in density-dependent herbivory (see Fig. 5). The

reduction in the total number of seeds dispersed resulted in an

c. 10% drop in seedling abundance.

Scenario 1 assumed that secondary infection probabilities

would be unchanged under future climate scenarios, such that

af increased in isolation. This scenario resulted in a 25% reduc-

tion in seedling abundance (32% if fecundity effects were

included), and reduced survival probabilities. The alternative

scenario, in which increased rates of conidia production are

sufficient to increase the probabilities of secondary infection

and thus the density dependence of the D. mutila–I. deltoidea

relationship had the strongest impact of the scenarios consid-

ered, reducing overall survival to 44% of 2009 values, or 38%

if the fecundity effects are also included (Fig. 6, Table 2).

The sensitivity analysis on bf values in the range of 10–500%

of contemporary levels showed that increases in fungal abun-

dance resulted in large declines in seedling survival numbers.

These decreases were exacerbated when combined with the

potential for higher mortality rates or enhanced secondary

infection probabilities. Conversely, reductions in fungal

abundance in the order of 20% (i.e. in line with projected

rainfall declines) increased seedling survival, but not suffi-

ciently to alleviate the projected affects of increased tempera-

ture (Fig. 7).

Discussion

Under current climate scenarios, c. 0.5% of seeds dispersed

by an I. deltoidea tree over the course of a reproductive season

survives to become seedlings. Of these, only 44% are likely to

mature into juvenile plants. The model results indicate, across

a range of scenarios, higher temperatures are likely to reduce

the size of new seedling cohorts due to reduced seed produc-

tion, increased rates of mortality induced by fungal infection,

and, in the most severe circumstances, increased probability of

secondary infection cycles. The implications of such a reduc-

tion on the Western Amazonian ecosystems are difficult to

assess, given the long generational timescales of I. deltoidea

and the complexity of the local ecosystem. Reduction in the

recruitment of this abundant understorey species might result

in improved niche availability, or perturb existing trophic rela-

tionships. Reduced seedling survival would, however, be

expected to negatively impact disturbed forests, limiting the

capacity for I. deltoidea to re-establish following deforestation.

This is of particular concernwhen the additional effects of light

on D. mutila (discussed below), and the likelihood of strong

dispersal limitation on I. deltoidea (as documented by Losos

(1995), for instance) are considered.

The broader implications of these findings for ongoing

research into the response of Amazonian ecosystems to climate

change are quite clear. Evidently, it is possible for increased

temperature and reduced precipitation to initiate shifts in path-

ogen behaviour and host–pathogen interactions. Where the

impact of these shifts is to increase pathogen abundance or vir-

ulence, the consequences on plant populations may be severe.

The difficulties associated with making clear predictions even

in this intensively studied case offer an opportunity to assess

areas where further research is needed.

Fig. 5. Predicted survival probability of Iriartea deltoidea from 2009 to 2100, showing the contribution of shifts in fecundity (left panel) and

the two scenarios of fungal response that were explored (no density response, center panel, and enhanced density dependence, right panel). The

dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals associated with extrapolating from the glasshouse experiment.
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First, it has been clearly shown that the implications of

climatic changes on fungal pathogen behaviour are not in

themselves sufficient to predict the impacts for the host–patho-

gen system, at least in the absence of detailed epidemiological

knowledge. The lack of such knowledge in the case of

D. mutila–I. deltoidea has forced us to address this problem by

testing competing models against bulk survival data and by

considering competing scenarios to address the potential for

increased conidia production by seedlings to significantly alter

the epidemiology of the infection. Although both scenarios

considered predict reductions in seedling survival, the magni-

tude of these reductions is dramatically different between the

scenarios, illustrating the sensitivity of the system to the epide-

miological details. As shown in Table 2, these sensitivities are

further compounded when alternative fungal–host interaction

models are considered.

Secondly, the response of infected adult trees (and endo-

phytic fungi) to temperature shifts was identified as a key area

of uncertainty. Manipulative experiments often consider seed-

lings for practical reasons, but pathogenic fungimay also affect

adult trees, where the potential for rapid ecosystem change to

result from increased mortality due to fungi is considerably

greater than in the case of seedlings. Furthermore, when the

canopy acts as a key source of fungal propagules, the feed-

backs between adults, seedlings and fungi may prove impor-

tant. The near-ubiquity of D. mutila as an endophyte in adult

Iriarteamay imply that the observed increases in seedling mor-

tality and conidia production are unlikely to have an impact

on adult palms. If however, climate change induced similar

changes amongst endophytic fungi, then the ubiquity of D.

mutila suggests that such changes could have widespread

effects. Endophytic fungimay confer plant resistance to abiotic

and biotic stress factors (Arnold et al. 2000; Rodriguez, Red-

man&Henson 2004; Schulz & Boyle 2005; Clarke et al. 2006),

but the effect of climate change on endophytes is not defini-

tively understood. Furthermore, the susceptibility of adult

trees to pathogens is altered when they experience physiologi-

cal stress due to increased heat and drought (Maxwell, Kruger

& Stanosz 1997;Mayek-Perez, Acosta-Gallegos & Lopez-Cas-

taneda 2002; Mittler 2006), although in some cases stressors

may increase host resistance (Pennypacker, Leath & Hill

1991). Consequently, determining the likelihood of increased

pathogen impact on adult tree species in response to climate

change should be a research priority.

Fig. 6. Predicted Iriartea deltoidea seedling distribution from 2009 to 2100, showing the contribution of each aspect of fungal pathogenicity and

shifts in fecundity. The dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals associatedwith extrapolating from the glasshouse experiment.

Table 2. Predicted future seedling abundance as a proportion of the 2009 seedling abundance associated with the tested fungal response

scenarios to future climatic conditions

Scenarios

Seedling abundance

cf. 2009 conditions Linear dynamics case Holling II case

Reduced fecundity in isolation 0.9 (0.85, 1) 0.81 (0.74, 1.0) 0.80 (0.74,1.0)

(1) Increased mortality, limited secondary infection 0.76 (0.52,0.90) 0.96 (0.88, 0.98) 0.93 (0.78,0.98)

+ reduced fecundity 0.68 (0.45, 0.90) 0.77 (0.65, 0.98) 0.75 (0.58,0.98)

(2) Increased mortality, increased secondary infection 0.44 (0.14, 1.3)

+ reduced fecundity 0.38 (0.13, 1.3)

(3) Increased primary inoculant (in isolation) 0.52

+ (1) 0.40 (0.26,0.47)

+ (1) + reduced fecundity 0.35 (0.23, 0.47)

+ (2) 0.20 (0.07, 0.46)

+ (2) + reduced fecundity 0.18 (0.06, 0.46)
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Even ifD. mutila is representative of only a subset of climate

sensitive pathogens, the magnitude of the effects predicted for

I. deltoidea suggests that ecosystem-wide ramifications could

result, due to changes in abundance or genetic diversity in

affected host plants. Furthermore, given that D. mutila is also

a generalist pathogen with a world-wide distribution and is

able to infect a wide range of angiosperms (Jacobs & Rehner

1998) including pines, eucalypts and grapes (De Wet et al.

2008), the predicted enhancement of its virulence and growth

rates at elevated temperature may have important ramifica-

tions for agricultural and forestry production globally.

UNCERTAINT IES

It is estimated that only 5% of plant fungal pathogens are well

understood and characterized (Ingram 1999). Even when con-

sidering a relatively well-studied pathogen such as Diplodia, it

is difficult to obtain robust estimates of the parameters govern-

ing its epidemiology. Furthermore, extrapolations from glass-

house conditions to field conditions have been necessary.

Consequently, the parameterization of this model and the

interpretation of the results obtained must be approached with

caution. Numerous other potential feedbacks including

changes in insect abundance or foraging behaviour (Givnish

1999), adaptation of D. mutila or I. deltoidea to changed cli-

mate (Rodriguez, Redman & Henson 2004), the impacts of

changing precipitation onD.mutila or the impacts of changing

temperature on fecundity remain poorly quantified.

The quantitative predictions made here are totally subject to

the constraints associated with predictions of future climate in

the Amazonian basin. These uncertainties are particularly

problematic for rainfall predictions in the Western Amazon,

largely due to confounding effects of topography (Seth et al.

2007). The temperature changes predicted, however, appear to

be more robust (Coppola & Giorgi 2005), and given that tem-

perature was predominantly responsible for the predicted

changes in the Diplodia–Iriartea relationships, the qualitative

predictions should be less affected. Uncertainties in the timing

and degree of climate change, however, permeate all these

predictions.

An additional source of uncertainty relates to the potential

response of D. mutila to predicted reductions in precipitation,

which remains largely unexplored, beyond the potential sensi-

tivity of? conidia transport to precipitation. Assuming no

change in response to reduced precipitation may be regarded

as unreasonable given the commonly held premise that

increased humidity facilitates predation of plants by desicca-

tion-intolerant insects and pathogens (Givnish 1999). Indeed,

drought stress is believed to enhance resistance to plant infec-

tion by inducing stomatal closure and denying inoculum entry

to the plant tissue (Garrett et al. 2006). Conversely, however,

D.mutila has been shown to grow faster and causemore exten-

sive damage in water-stressed oak species (Ragazzi,Moricca &

Dellavalle 1999). Water stress was hypothesized to impair the

defence mechanisms of the trees and to be related to wide-

spread D. mutila damage amongst oaks in Italy, suggesting

that water stress may actually enhance the susceptibility of

some host species to infection andmortality.

As highlighted in the model development, some uncertainty

remains as to whetherD. mutila dynamics are best represented

as linear, Holling II or Holling III functions. Although use of

the Holling III function was most effective at representing the

trends in survival probability of the seedlings, the more parsi-

monious Holling II and linear dynamics cannot be discounted.

The effects of climate change on the predicted seedlings

survival by the model as parameterized with the best fit using

Holling II and linear dynamics are summarized in Table 2 for

the cases of altered fecundity and altered seedling mortality.

Certainly the choice of Holling III function appears to be the

most sensitive to climate dynamics of the possibilities.

However, in all cases, non-trivial responses in seedling survival

are anticipated following the predicted climate shifts.

Finally, there are additional feedbacks between plant physi-

ology and pathogen activity that might be mediated by climate

change. The first of these pertains to light. Experimental work

indicates thatD. mutila virulence increases with light intensity,

leading to increased mortality amongst infected Iriartea deltoi-

dea seedlings exposed to a high-light regime (Alvarez-Loayza

2009). Diplodia mutila has enhanced mycelial growth and

melanin production with increased exposure to light. Light-

induced pathogenicity of D. mutila may constrain seedling

recruitment of the host to the shaded understorey by limiting

survival of seedlings in direct light (Alvarez-Loayza 2009).

A potential adaptation of Amazon species to reductions in

precipitation is a reduction in leaf area index in the order of

20–25% (Asner, Townsend & Braswell 2000; Nepstad et al.

2002; Asner et al. 2004). While such a reduction may buffer

trees against water loss, it would also likely increase the light

Fig. 7. Sensitivity of seedling survival fraction (in percent relative to

2009 values) resulting from changes in the fungal abundance bf.

Changes in bf cause a response in survival whether considered in isola-

tion (solid line) or in conjunction with increased virulence and conidia

production and decreased fecundity (dashed line). Based on seedling

conidia production responses, a fivefold increase represents a reason-

able upper margin of potential increases in fungal abundance, while

decreases in rainfall may be associated with reduced transport of con-

idia from canopy endophytes to the subcanopy.
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intensity at the forest floor and magnify the effects of Diplodia

on seedlingmortality.

Positive feedbacks may also exist between pathogens and

disturbance. Recent research in Mexico shows that herbivory

and pathogen damage were more significant in forest edges

than within patches (Benitez-Malvido & Lemus-Albor 2005).

Fragmentation can interrupt plant dispersal processes, reduc-

ing the capacity of host species to keep pace with changes in

abiotic and biotic conditions. The combination of increasingly

active pathogens and increased clearing and fragmentation

may prove a potent threat to forest ecosystems.

Conclusions

Pathogens are now starting to be considered in models of

extinction risk for animals (Gerber et al. 2005), and interac-

tions between climate change and plant pathogens are becom-

ing a research priority (Garrett et al. 2006). Research has

identified changes in the geographical range of infection risk

(Brasier 1996; Bergot et al. 2004) and also in terms of the sever-

ity of epidemics (Garrett et al. 2006; Evans et al. 2008). It is

now clear that climate change also has the potential to impact

the abundance, virulence and density dependence of fungal

pathogens attacking I. deltoidea seed and seedlings. The impact

of these changes will be decreased seedling survival and

reduced recruitment with potential ramifications at an ecosys-

tem-wide level. The magnitude of the predicted shifts appears

to be strongly dependent on the specific fungal epidemiology,

the details of which are still unclear for many important host–

pathogen relationships.

Critically, and in contrast to the predictions of carbon- and

water-mediated ‘Amazon Collapse’, the timescales associated

with the exacerbation of fungal pathogenicity are likely to be

very rapid: in the experiments reported here, fungi responded

immediately to changes in ambient temperature. While reduc-

tions in seedling recruitment are unlikely to result in commu-

nity-scale changes on such rapid timescales, recovery in

disturbed or fragmented environments is likely to be immedi-

ately impacted. Consequently, the potential for climatic effects

to increase the severity of fungal infections must be considered

as an additional threat to the integrity of Amazonian ecosys-

tems, acting synergistically with clearing, temperature and

water stress. As ongoing research elucidates further informa-

tion regarding pathogen temperature response and fungal epi-

demiology, the approaches developed here can be used to

continue the quantification and assessment of this risk.
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